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Dear Friends,
Although Pesach can be a fun holiday, the Seder rituals offer a
serious message. We tell (Haggadah means telling) about an
experience, which happened long ago as if it were our
personal journey. We not only tell the Passover story, we try
to live it as if we were there. Our challenge is to imbue the
Seder story with new meaning and interpretation.
Even if you celebrate with young children, it is important to
find meaning and purpose in the Seder-beyond the meal. Each
of us may tell the story a little differently. We may approach
God and the Jewish people with different beliefs. However
we do the telling, our goal should be to personalize the story;
to reflect, to debate, to question, and to have some creative
fun. In this booklet we continue to share Jewish texts, stories
and ideas you can incorporate into your own Seder.
Hopefully, each of us will experience Sinai in a manner, which
enables us to better appreciate our freedoms. Following two
years of a pandemic, we appreciate personal and communal
freedom even more!
So, roll up your sleeves, put on your sandals, lift your bundles
and prepare yourselves for a journey from slavery to freedom!
STUDY TEXT: AND YOU SHALL EXPLAIN
Hag Sameach!
Rabbi Michael Klayman
TO YOUR
CHILDREN

Rabbi’s note: One of the brilliant features of the Passover Haggadah (the
book from which we read about the Passover experience, past and present)
is that it suggests ongoing dialogue between adults and children. Think
about it: How often do we dip a green vegetable into salt water or any other
liquid? Do children ask specific questions during a regular dinner meal?
When do we sit around and discuss four kinds of children with different
attitudes about the holiday? On a typical evening, can we sit around and sing
many verses about a little goat? The Seder story creates opportunity for
adults and children to talk. What a great idea for the entire year!

And you shall explain [tell] to your child on that day, it is
because of what God did for me when I went free from Egypt.
Shmot/Exodus 13:8

Maimonides, Laws of Chametz and Matzah
It is a command for us to educate our children [about
Pesach], even if they do not ask; for it is written: And you
shall explain to your child…According to the knowledge of
the children, the parent explains. How? If the child is a
minor or foolish, the parent says: My child, we were all
slaves-just like this female slave or this male slave-in
Egypt; and on this night the Holy One liberated us and
brought us out to freedom. If the child is of mature age or
learned, we educate him in all which happened to us in
Egypt, and all the miracles brought about through Moses,
our Teacher. All [our instruction] is according to the
knowledge of the child.
And we are to make a change on this night so that our
children will see and will ask questions and say: Why is
this night different from all other nights? {We do this until}
we respond to them and say to them, this and this
transpired…
If one has no children, one’s spouse asks [the questions].
If one has no spouse, they [presumably, the participants at
the Seder] ask one another: Why is this night different?
And even if they are all learned [they ask]. One who is
alone asks him/herself: Why is this night different?

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER???
 What is our parental responsibility to provide a Jewish
education for our children? Is sending our children to a
Hebrew School sufficient? What role can/should Jewish
experience play at home? In light of contemporary
times, how do we prioritize Jewish learning? To what
extend must we, the parents, commit to Jewish learning
ourselves? Until what age are we responsible to
provide Jewish education to our children?
 As parents who know our children’s strengths and
weaknesses, what challenges do we face when
determining their level of ability? In what ways does
Maimonides recognize that people have various
learning styles? How might the Seder address this
subject?
 The Four Questions relate to Passover; yet they are just
sample questions. What other questions might you
suggest for the Seder? How can the Four Questions
serve as a good model for parent-child relationships?
 In Maimonides’ time, the assumption was that a male
conducted the Seder, and that many people were
married. Today, we live in a world with single parents,
same-sex partnerships, and single men and women.
How might we re-write the last paragraph of
Maimonides’ teaching above?

 Ask your children/grandchildren about slavery:
o If they were slaves, what would be the part of
freedom they would miss the most?
o To escape from slavery, the Israelites had to leave
many of their possessions behind. If our
children/grandchildren could take three things with
them into freedom, what would they take?

STUDY TEXT II: RELIVING THE EXODUS
Rabbi’s note: During the Seder, we read the following
paragraph, which is based on two verses from the Torah [a verse
in Exodus and a verse in Deuteronomy]. In each verse, we
personalize the Exodus as if we were there. As moderns who live
thousands of years following the Exodus, how can we relate to
Egypt as a personal experience?

In each generation, every individual should feel as
though he/ she had actually been redeemed from
Mitzrayim [Egypt], as it is said: “You shall tell your
children on that day, saying, ‘It is because of what
Adonai did for me when I went free out of Mitzrayim ‘”
(Exodus 13:8). For the Holy One redeemed not only our
ancestors; God redeemed us with them, as it is said,
“God brought us out of there, to bring us to the land God
promised our ancestors.
Deuteronomy 6:23

 In the above translation, Mitzrayim [Egypt] is not
translated. Mitzrayim can represent any nation or any
people, which oppresses other people. Think about a
modern Mitzrayim which you, a relative or friend may
have experienced in your lifetime: Share your Mitzrayim
experience at the Seder or at other times.
 Think about a Mitzrayim is today’s world. As individuals,
as a community or as a world, in what ways can and
should we respond to this modern Mitzrayim?
 Please complete: I feel personally redeemed/freed
each time…
 The paragraph above refers to Israel. For the Jews of
Egypt, entering the Land of Israel was the ultimate sign
of freedom. Today, can a Jew be fully Jewish living
outside of Israel? What are some of the advantages
and disadvantages of living outside of Israel?
 According to the teaching, God kept a promise to free
our ancestors. Does God play a role in our lives today?
Can we live active Jewish lives without God? Even
though the traditional Seder presupposes belief in God,
our beliefs may vary. Regardless of our belief, God-talk
can have a central place at our Seder table.
In what ways do we still await ‘‘freedom’???

BEDIKAT CHAMETZ:
SEARCHING FOR LEAVEN
Rabbi’s note: On the night before Passover (this year, April
14) we search the house for leaven. The Talmud writes
about doing this search, ‘to the light of the fourteenth of
Nisan’. This means that on the evening of the fourteenth of
Nisan (April 14), we conduct the search. The light of the
fourteenth etc., means the night of the fourteenth-with a
ceremony conducted by candlelight. The search is mostly a
symbolic one, since we have already cleaned our homes
and apartments. Bedikat Chametz/Searching for Leaven
not only satisfies what is written in the Torah; it can be a fun
and memorable experience for children.
 Take ten pieces of bread and place them around a
specific room, like the kitchen. ‘Search’ for the bread
with a candle [lights out]. One custom is for an adult
to hide the bread and for children to search. Another
custom is for the children to hide the bread with adults
searching.

 Before searching, recite the following blessing:
Barukh atah Adonay, Elohaynu melekh ha’olam,
asher keedshanu b’meetzvohtav v’tzeevanu al
bee’or chametz.
Praised are You, Adonai our God, Ruler of the
world, who has made us special through the
commandments, commanding us to remove all
chametz/leaven.
 After finding the pieces, search the entire house by
candlelight. Again, the search is symbolic: Having the
entire family walk around the house can be a
memorable experience for our children.

 Recite the following prayer; nullifying all chametz in
your possession:
Kal hameera d’eeka beershutee, d’lah chameetay
ood’lah bee’ayr’tay, leh’heh’vay vahteel
v’cha’sheev k’afrah d’ar’ah.
All chametz in my possession, which I have not
seen or removed, or of which I am unaware, is
hereby nullified and ownerless as the dust of the
earth.

 To make it a little more fun, do not talk. Give some
kind of sign when the ‘searcher’ is getting warm.
 Here is an idea, which was shared with me: In
another room, place ten crackers, cookies or other
sweets, which your children/grandchildren can find as
a final chametz snack.
 The following morning (Friday, April 15), we
symbolically burn the chametz from the night before.
You can go into your backyard, for example, put the
chametz on a paper plate or in tin foil, and briefly light
on fire. When doing so, recite the following:
Kal chameera vah’chamee’ah d’eeka veershutee,
dahchameetay ood’lah chameetay, d’vah’aretay
oodlah vah’aretay, leevteel v’leh’heh’vay hefkayr
k’ahfrah d’are’ah.
All chametz in my possession, whether I have
seen it or not, whether I have removed it or not, is
hereby nullified and ownerless as the dust of the
earth.

Here are some great values:
 For the days of Pesach, we regard chametz as a
symbol of the flaws in our individual and
communal characters. Perhaps, as we find
each piece of bread, we can list one thing we
wish to change about ourselves.
 For adults: We can search our pockets as well,
not only for physical chametz, but for symbolic
chametz. As we often put money in our pockets,
we can remove from our ‘pockets’ any money or
material possession gained dishonestly.
 Even if we clean our house thoroughly, we may
not be able to discover every bit of chametz. The
remaining chametz will remind us that some
imperfections remain in us. Imperfections enable
us to be both human and humble.

SHARING BLESSINGS
Published by Jewish Lights and reprinted with permission
Rabbi’s note: Several years ago, I co-authored a book Sharing
Blessing: Exploring the Jewish Holidays. The book follows the
Jewish holiday practices of the Kedner family. For each holiday,
there is an important spiritual value discussed and shared. The
Passover chapter is based on a Haggadah verse we discussed
earlier in this booklet: In every generation a person should
regard himself or herself as if he/she personally left Egypt. Ilana
Kedner and her grandmother find a creative way to experience
the Seder in a more personal, meaningful and fun way. At the
beginning of the story, Ilana and her grandma build a tent; so
that Seder participants can experience the atmosphere of Egypt.

Ilana stretched a sheet over the sofa in the family room.
She knotted the ends together with another sheet, draped
the second sheet over a chair, and surveyed her work.
“Looks pretty good, Ilana,“ Grandma nodded.
We wanted something fun for the kids to do at the Seder,”
Ilana said. “We decided to make a tent so we could feel
like we actually left Egypt. Remember last year we did a
play on the ten plagues? David dressed up as a frog and I
was a disgusting locust. All our cousins came dressed as
different plagues.”
“In my day,” Grandma sighed, “we recited every single
word of the haggadah, but we didn’t stop to explain.”
“Weren’t you bored?” Ilana asked.
“Except when we looked for the afikoman, we had to sit
still,” Grandma replied. “I liked to sing Dayenu and Ma

Nishtanah, but I didn’t really understand most of the
chanting or the grownups conversation.”
Was there anything fun about your Seder?”
Grandma chuckled. “Every ten minutes my Aunt Helen
would wink at Uncle Herman, who was conducting the
Seder. It was her way of asking him when she should
serve the meal. All the kids winked at him too. We were
starving.”
“That is funny, Grandma, Ilana grinned. “But our Seder is
more fun now. Look at this tent though. You think it’s
good? I think it’s a disaster.”

“We need something higher to anchor it,” Grandma said.
“What is we take down those hanging plants and use the
hooks in the ceiling?”
“Grandma, you’re a genius!” Ilana jumped up.
“Maybe, but I’m not as young as I used to be, “Grandma
laughed. “How are we going to reach those hooks?”
“I’ll be right back.” Ilana ran out of the room and returned
with a stepladder from the garage. She climbed up, handed
the plants to Grandma and hung the sheets between the
hooks. “Welcome to nighttime in Egypt,” she intoned.

“I can feel the sand the sand between my toes,” Grandma
said.
“Don’t get too comfy,” Ilana joked.
“I don’t think they knew about fluoride back then,
“Grandma joked back.
“Okay, I’ll take my favorite doll, Miriam. I named her after
Moses’ sister. “
“Wear something comfortable,” Grandma warned. “After
the meal tonight, we’re leaving immediately. Now what
will we eat on the way?”

“Mom already baked something called matzah. She was
hoping to bake bread, but Moses told us to be quick. They
yeast didn’t have time to rise. The matzah is as flat as a
piece of papyrus.”
“I feel terrible that I won’t have time to bake my famous
Egyptian date muffins,” Grandma said with a twinkle in her
eye. “I’ll take my kneading trough anyway. Maybe I can
open a bakery in the Promised Land, where we’re going.
I’ve already thought of a name- Promised Land Pastries.”
“We’ll be thirsty,” Ilana added. “I’ll go to the well and fill a
jug with water.”

“This is really working, Ilana,” Grandma said. “I feel like
we’re actually back in Egypt. Will we chant the whole
haggadah in the tent?”

“We’ll start here to set the mood,” Ilana answered.
“Maybe we should ask each guest to bring a backpack
filled with things they would take if they were leaving
Egypt.”
“During the part of the haggadah when the Israelites
actually leave, we can walk around the house with our
backpacks,” Grandma said.
“Cool,” Ilana nodded.
Suddenly Grandma was silent. ”This is not just an old
story,” she said finally wiping a tear from her eye. “I
remember packing in a hurry when I had to leave my
home in Germany. Had we not left, our enemies, the
Nazis would have killed us all.”
“What did you take with you, Grandma?”
“All I had time to pack were a few clothes,” Grandma said.
“We were just lucky to get out alive.”
“I can’t picture not having my dolls, my toys and my
books,” Ilana sighed. “You must have been so scared.”

“Just like the Israelites must have been during the night of
the exodus from Egypt,’ Grandma answered.

Í read a book about another exodus from a country called
Ethiopia,” Ilana said. “The Jews had to leave their homes
because their lives were in danger. They traveled
thousands of miles by foot to reach airplanes which took
them to Israel.”
“I have another story. You know Cousin Gideon who lives
in Jerusalem?” Grandma asked. “His father fought in the
Yom Kippur War in 1973 to defend Israel’s borders. Part
of the war was fought in Egypt. The Israeli soldiers were
lucky to leave Egypt alive.”
“Wow!” Ilana exclaimed. “Pesach is not just a story in a
tent. I can’t believe how many real kinds of exodus there
have been.”
“You and your friends take your freedom for granted
sometimes,” Grandma said.
“My friends and I are lucky. We’ve never been in danger
because we’re Jewish,” Ilana agreed. “It’s because of
people who were brave enough to escape danger- like
you, Grandma-that we can still celebrate being free the
way the Israelites did at Sinai.”

SHARING BLESSINGS: A PARENT GUIDE
 Hiddur Pnay Zaken {Honoring the Elderly}- Ilana speaks
openly and respectfully with her grandmother. Many of our
Seders are led by family elders, who have experienced a
personal exodus during their lives. Even if their leading of
the Seder reflects a more rote style of the past, we owe
them respect and honor. Pesach is an appropriate time for
family elders to share their personal stories with children
who-like Ilana-are old enough to appreciate them.
 B’khol Dor VaDor {Observing Pesach as a personal
liberation from slavery} - Through scenery, dress, or other
props, it can be fun to re-create or re-enact part of the
Egyptian experience. For example, you can wear the
clothing Israelites would have worn in ancient Egypt (long
robes, sandals etc.). In preparation for the Seder, our
young children can draw, paint or write pictures about any
theme from the Passover story.
Ilana’s grandmother speaks about her Holocaust
experiences. It is important for our children to appreciate
and understand how slavery in Egypt is a recurring theme.
At some point in the Seder (perhaps before saying
Shehecheyanu in the Kiddush or before the paragraph
beginning with ‘In every generation’), you can pause to
share family stories.

In Sharing Blessings, Ilana suggests that each guest
could bring a backpack to the Seder, to simulate an
Exodus from Egypt. Perhaps you could ask the children
(adults too) to bring a backpack filled with some things
they could bring on a moment’s notice.
As an alternative discussion: Talk about ways we can
‘slow down’ and appreciate the freedoms we enjoy in
the United States. Our children are always running from
one activity to another. What would they do if one day
each week, they could just slow down? As parents and
grandparents who over program our children and spend
hours each week in carpools-what would we do if one
day per week we had no activities to attend with our
children (our professional work not withstanding)?

 V’sheenantam L’vanekha {And You Shall Teach Your
Children} - The Haggadah is all about teaching and
guiding our children. The words, V’sheenantam
L’vanekha (from the Shma prayer) remind us adults to
discuss the Seder rather than to rush through for the sake
of a meal. At Seders with children, focus not only on the
Four Questions and Afikoman, but on the Four Children,
on the songs, and on creating experiences which children
will enjoy.

 Seu’dat Mitzvah {Obligatory Meal} - A Seudat Mitzvah is
a meal associated with ritual ceremonies such as brit
milah, simhat bat, B/B Mitzvah, weddings or holidays.
The Seder is unusual in that for other holidays we
generally eat right away. Since the Seder experience
should not be rushed, try to provide fruit and vegetable
snacks until the meal. Many of the special Passover foods
(matzah, bitter herbs, charoset, parsley etc.) have strong
symbolism, which remind us about slavery. We can take
the time during our Seder to explain the symbolism in a
way our children will understand.

 Ha Lachma Anya {Matzah/Poor People’s Bread} - During
the Seder, we refer to Matzah as the bread eaten by poor
people who have no time or resources to bake other kinds
of bread. Near the beginning of the Seder, we recite a
paragraph, which begins with the words Ha Lachma Anya
(This is the bread of the poor, eaten by the Israelites as
they left Egypt). During this paragraph we also invite
anyone who is hungry to join us for the Seder. At this
point in the Seder, we have a great opportunity to talk
about people who are either living in poverty or under
slave conditions. How can we contribute to the end of
hunger? Are there people who are ‘hungry’ for things
other than food (friendship? success? Good grades?
Athletic ability?)? What types of ‘hunger’ seem legitimate
and what types are not?

 Va’ha’vee’aynu L’Shalom {And gather them from the
four corners of the earth} -These words come from a
prayer called the Ahavah Rabbah; a prayer we recite in
the morning just before saying the Shma. In the prayer,
we are reminded about Jewish people still living in peril.
Because of our history, we appreciate the struggles of
other people throughout the world. Speak to your
children about places in the world where people are
suffering. After the holiday (or before), go with your
children to a website which shares information about
how we can be activists. For example, the Religious
Action Committee (based in Washington DC) suggests
many ways to become Jewish activists.

 Kol Yisrael Araveem Zeh LaZeh {All Jews are
Responsible For Each Other}- Take some time to
discuss our connection to the State of Israel. Who at
the Seder visited Israel or lived in Israel? Go on line
and learn more about Israeli towns, such as Sderot,
where children have grown up in shelters to escape
unrelenting rocket attacks from Hamas sites in Gaza.
You will learn about the underground playground built in
Sderot; a playground which included underground
shelters. The goal is not to scare our children, but to
make them aware of how Israeli children live day to day.

One more idea: The New York Board of Rabbis established a
Passover Fund, to help needy Jewish families at Passover time.
Money from this Fund is used to assist victims of domestic abuse,
to fund educational programs which combat bullying, and to
support nursing homes and other facilities for the elderly.
NY Board of Rabbis
171 Madison Avenue, Suite 1602
New York, NY 10016
Tel: 212-983-3521
E-mail: info@nybr.org
Website: www.nybr.org

RELIVING SINAI THROUGH
A LIVELY SEDER:
SOME MORE IDEAS
#1. Create some type of make-shift tent so that when guests
arrive, they ‘enter’ the tent rather than sitting at a table (some
sheets or blankets will do). You may ask participants to dress as
Jews would have dressed in Egypt [perhaps some clothes to put
over your dress clothes-sandals too]. You can conduct part of
the Seder from the tent, or just re-enact the Seder night in Egypt.
You may want to discuss how excited or afraid you are to leave
Egypt. What is in store for you? Will the Egyptians follow you
and renege on their promise to release you? Someone can act
as Moses and offer instructions about what to do before leaving
Egypt this night.

#2. In addition to the Four Questions, have people come
prepared with a list of other questions about some aspect
of Judaism. You can choose the questions to discuss after
singing the Four Questions.
#3. Announce a general theme for the Seder: Freedom,
Thanksgiving, Slavery etc. Ask guests/families to write a
song, a poem, draw pictures, a painting, write a little
play…about that theme. The songs can be funny songs.
#4. When it comes to say Ha Lachma Anya: When we lift
the Matzah and recognize it as the bread eaten by the
poor, talk about ways in which everyone can help the
poor. Maybe, as a group, you can decide that after
Pesach, you will make a Tzedakah contribution to a
particular organization.
#5. Act out part of the Passover story: Have costumes
available. As an alternative: Act out some of the songs,
such as Chag Gadya. Chad Gadya is the song about a
little goat bought for a small cost. With each verse,
another animal or object comes to devour the previous
one-until God comes and conquers all. The song is about
tiny Israel surviving all the challenges from other, more
powerful nations. Because the song has so many visual
images, it is a fun song to act out.

#6. For the Afikoman, create a game with different clues
so that the Afikoman search takes a lot of time and is funwithout destroying the house! The clues should lead
children to various locations in the house; but include
some mention of Passover. For example:
Pesach in Egypt: Israelite children were not well fed,
But in their honor find this clue under your parents’________.

The children should find the clues together, to avoid
competition.
#7. Act out the Exodus itself. With a little imagination, a
few ‘light’ clothes, some sandals and knapsacks, stop the
ritual at some point and actually CHANGE clothing.
Remember: you are preparing to leave Egypt. Walk
around the block (or around your home) to re-enact the
experience.
#8. Throughout the Seder, read stories about Jews-and
other people- from different countries who struggle to be
free. Share your own stories.
#9. In the Haggadah we declare: Let All Who Are Hungry
Come and Eat. Today, we invite all those who do not
have a Seder. Go around the table and ask everyone to
think about someone from the past (or present) who they
would like to invite. Avoid athletes and entertainers.

MIRIAM’S CUP
Rabbi’s note: In recent years, new Haggadot have
introduced Miriam (Moses’ sister) into the text, through a
Miriam’s Cup. Miriam’s Cup, filled with water, is a newer
ritual object, which is placed on the table, next to the cup
for Elijah. The cup represents Miriam’s Well. According
to Jewish legend and folklore, the well maintained by
Miriam-was a major source of water for the desert Jews.
It was said to have been a magical source of water that
followed the Israelites for forty years of desert wandering.
In addition to the cup, Miriam’ voice is heard throughout
the Seder. When the Israelites crossed the Sea of Reeds
into freedom (The body of water was the Sea of Reeds
and not the Red Sea), they sang a song of gratitude.
According to the Torah, Miriam led the women in a song;
with timbrels in hand. On the table, you can place
tambourines, as an additional way to celebrate freedom.

And Miriam, the prophetess, the sister of Aaron,
took a timbral in her hand; and all the women
went out after her with tumbrels, dancing.
(Exodus 15:20)

MIRYAM HAN’VI’A
Miriam the prophet

OZ V’ZIMRA B’YADA
Strength and song in her hand

MIRYAM TEERKOD EETANU

Miriam will dance with us

L’HAGDEEL ZEEMRAT OLAM
To strengthen the world’s song
MIRYAM TEERKOT EETANU
Miriam will dance with us
L’TAHKAYN ET HA’OLAM
To heal the world
BEEM’HAY’RA V’YA’MAY’NU
Soon, and in our time
HEE T’VEE’AY’NU
She will lead us
EL MAY HA’Y’SHOO’AH
To the waters of salvation
The text is drawn from The Journey: The Ma’yan Passover Haggadah
(Ma’yan is the Jewish Women’s Project of the JCC of NY’s Upper West Side).

Passover Schedule 2022
Please note: Decades ago, the Conservative Movement voted to follow the calendar of Israel,
celebrating Passover for seven days rather than the eight days instituted by the Diaspora. To be
aligned with Israel and to better ensure solid attendance at services, we opted to follow the
Israel calendar. The schedule below reflects that decision.

Thurs. April 14

Search for Chametz

7:30 pm

Via Zoom with Rabbi Klayman

Fri. April 15

First Seder

Evening

Sat. April 16

Service for 1st Day

9:30 am

Sanctuary / Zoom

Sat. April 16

Community Seder
with Temple Tikvah

6:30 pm

At LSJC. RSVP required.

Sun. April 17

Study Session for 2nd Day

10-11 am

Sanctuary / Zoom
No Service this day

Fri. April 22

Service for 7th Day / Yizkor

10:00 am

Sanctuary / Zoom
In order to accommodate individuals, who must work on Friday,
we will add a brief Kaddish service to the regular
Shabbat service on 4/23
ZOOM INFORMATION: Meeting ID # 363 813 6860, Password: 6666
or click on the link in our emails!
We look forward to celebrating Passover together with you!

The following are the two blessings we recite
when lighting the candles:

Baruch atah Adonai Elohaynu melech ha’olam
asher kidshanu b’mitzvotav v’tzivanu l’hadlik
ner shel yom tov.
Praised are You, Adonai, ruler of the world who
makes us special through the commandments and
commands us to light the festival candles.

Baruch ata Adonai Elohaynu melech ha’olam
she’he’cheh’ya’nu v’key’manu v’hee’gee’anu
lazman hazeh.
Praised are You, Adonai, ruler of the world who has
kept us in life, sustained us and enabled us to reach
this season.

Some Final Thoughts…
The Four Children
o The wise child is considered ‘wise’ because
he/she asks an elaborate question about the
rules and traditions of Passover. Is the ‘wise’
child truly wise, or just a show-off? Do we
answer with joy, or do we try to show this
child (by sharing all the details) that he/she
does not yet know everything there is to know
about Judaism?
o The contrary child is so named, because
his/her question is: What does all this service
mean to you? This child does not consider
him/herself as part of the community. Yet,
what is so terrible about the ‘contrary’ child?
This child challenges us yet, participates
nonetheless. Are there ways for us to
embrace this child without being
antagonistic?

o The simple child is so named because he/she
asks a simple question: What is this all
about? We know, however, that the Hebrew
word for ‘simple’ is tam. The word tam can
also mean innocent, blameless or pure.
Perhaps this child is so amazed by the world
that his/her question reflects deep wonder?
o The fourth child is the one who cannot ask a
question. We often say this child is very
young and not yet inquisitive. What if this socalled ‘child’ represented an adult who could
not ask a question? How might we then
regard this ‘child’ as the most threatening to
our future as Jews?

What is Shame?
We are told to being the story by speaking about our
shame and conclude by speaking about praise. There
are two interpretations of shame.
One is: We were slaves to Pharaoh.
The other is: In the beginning our ancestors
worshipped idols.
What is the difference between the two interpretations and
which is more severe?

